Oxygen availability and tumors: a tricky relationship

The findings of Galluzzo et al. (4) not only provide additional insights into the role of the tumor microenvironment and oxygen in tumorigenesis, but they also raise additional questions regarding our understanding of oxygen metabolism and tumorigenesis. For example, it has been documented that high-altitude populations, subject to chronic hypoxia, tend to have a lower frequency of cancer (17). Is this because there is an adaptation that increases oxygen transport into tissues (e.g., enhanced Mb expression; ref. 18) or because oxygen deprivation is antitumorigenic? In addition, it is known that animals with larger body mass tend to have a lower incidence of cancer development (19), and yet the tissues from these animals have lower specific metabolic rates and oxygen consumption (20). Notwithstanding these intriguing nuances, the work of Galluzzo and coworkers clearly provides additional food for our collective thought on tumor metabolism and tumorigenesis.
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The kidney kallikrein-kinin system plays important roles in inflammation, coagulation, angiogenesis, and regulation of vessel tone and permeability. In this issue of the JCI, Liu et al. provide data that suggest a protective role for kallikrein in animal models of anti-glomerular basement membrane (GBM) antibody–induced nephritis, an experimental model of Goodpasture disease (see the related article beginning on page 911). Furthermore, human systemic lupus erythematosus and lupus nephritis were shown to be associated with kallikrein 1 (KLK1) and the KLK3 promoter. The authors suggest that kallikrein genes are involved in the development of SLE and lupus nephritis and may exert a renoprotective role. It is possible, however, that the kallikrein-kinin system may play dual roles: protecting the kidney against ischemia and interstitial fibrosis while also mediating vasodilation, inflammation, and activation of the innate immune response.

The kallikrein-kinin system

The kallikrein-kinin system comprises proteins that play a role in inflammation, coagulation, and regulation of vessel tone and permeability via the production of small peptides called kinins. The system originates from prekallikrein, a serum protease that, after being activated by factor XIIa (also known as Hageman factor), is cleaved to form kallikrein. Kallikreins are serine peptidases (kininogenases) that rapidly release kinins in the plasma by cleaving kinogenins—multifunctional proteins derived mainly from α2-globulins. Tissue kallikrein 1 (KLK1) is synthesized in many organs, including kidney and arteries, where it can generate the vasodilators bradykinin and kallidin, which are rapidly hydrolyzed to inactive products by a group of peptidases known as kininases (Figure 1). Kallikreins are encoded by a variable number of genes in different mammalian species. The human tissue kallikreins are encoded by a cluster of 15 genes located on chromosome 19q13.4, a position analogous to that of the kallikrein gene family.
The authors also showed that enin gene delivery or kallikrein gene polymorphisms and blood pressure regulation (8). In an effort to identify a genetic basis for differential urinary kallikrein excretion, Yu et al. (6) found that the KLK1 promoter is uniquely polymorphic, with a poly-G–length polymorphism coupled with multiple single-base substitutions. These authors also found a significant association between the 12 G allele (the longest of the length locus alleles) and arterial hypertension and end-stage renal disease in African Americans (6). These findings suggested that kallikrein/kinin may serve as new drug targets for the prevention and treatment of the systemic vasculopathy associated with arterial hypertension.

Kallikreins, hypertension, and renal function
Experimental and clinical studies have shown an inverse correlation between urinary kallikrein levels and blood pressure (4–6). Further studies have shown that the tissue kallikrein-kinin system can inhibit apoptosis, proliferation, hypertrophy, and fibrosis and can promote angiogenesis in different experimental animal models (7). Moreover, kallikrein gene delivery or kallikrein protein infusion improves cardiac, renal, and neurological function without reducing blood pressure (7). A main player involved in these effects is likely KLK1. Studies of KLK1-deficient mice and human subjects partially deficient in KLK1 have revealed a critical role for KLK1 in arterial function in both species and prompted a search for a possible genetic link between kallikrein gene polymorphisms and blood pressure regulation (8). In an effort to identify a genetic basis for differential urinary kallikrein excretion, Yu et al. (6) found that the KLK1 promoter is uniquely polymorphic, with a poly-G–length polymorphism coupled with multiple single-base substitutions. These authors also found a significant association between the 12 G allele (the longest of the length locus alleles) and arterial hypertension and end-stage renal disease in African Americans (6). These findings suggested that kallikrein/kinin may serve as new drug targets for the prevention and treatment of the systemic vasculopathy associated with arterial hypertension.

Kallikreins, SLE, and lupus nephritis
Kallikreins can also act as proinflammatory mediators and play a role in several autoimmune diseases. SLE is a prototypic systemic autoimmune disease of unknown etiology in which immune complex deposition and complement activation lead to inflammation and tissue damage. The kidney is a target organ of such processes, and immune-mediated nephritis is a common complication of SLE. The SLE autoimmune response involves abnormal expansion of autoreactive T and B cells. An important role is also played by innate immune effectors, which trigger additional local mechanisms of inflammation and tissue damage (9–11) (Figure 2).

Theoretically, abnormalities in angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), a kininase that breaks down kallikrein-produced kinins, might favor perpetuation of autoimmune inflammation and progression of renal disease in SLE. Some studies have suggested an association between SLE and an insertion/deletion (I/D) polymorphism in ACE. Individuals homozygous for the insertion polymorphism display higher plasma levels of ACE and show significantly increased activity of lupus nephritis and SLE, suggesting a possible pathogenic role of kallikreins in SLE (12). However, other studies could not confirm such an association, and a meta-analysis of 2,962 patients showed a lack of association of the ACE I/D polymorphism with SLE and lupus nephritis (13).

In line with the role of kallikreins as proinflammatory mediators, higher plasma levels of high-MW kininogen, low-MW kininogen, and kallikrein were found in 30 patients with active lupus nephritis compared with age- and sex-matched controls (14). In addition, plasma and urinary activities of tissue kallikrein and kininase II were also significantly increased in these patients. These data suggest a role for the kallikrein-kinin system in the acute manifestations of lupus nephritis.

KLK1 and KLK3 are disease genes in lupus and anti-GBM antibody–induced nephritis
Anti–glomerular basement membrane (GBM) antibodies have been used to induce experimental nephritis in mice (15). It should be noted, however, that inbred mouse strains differ in their susceptibility to anti-GBM antibody–induced nephritis and lupus nephritis. In this issue of the JCI, Liu et al. set out to investigate whether kallikreins play a role in this differential susceptibility to renal disease. The authors report that inbred mouse strains with upregulated expression of renal and urinary kallikreins exhibited less susceptibility to anti-GBM antibody–induced and lupus nephritis (16). The authors also showed that the administration of kallikreins dampened anti-GBM antibody–induced nephritis, strongly suggesting a link between kallikreins and immune complex–mediated kidney damage. In line with their demonstration that Klk genes from one of the nephritogenic mouse strains conferred increased nephritis susceptibility in disease-resistant mice, the authors found that SLE and lupus nephritis in human patients were also associated with genes homologous to murine Klk genes, particularly KLK1 and the KLK3 (also called KLKB1) promoter. Taken together, these results suggest that kallikrein genes KLK1 and KLK3 are disease genes in lupus and anti-GBM antibody–induced nephritis (16).

Kallikreins in lupus nephritis: a dual role?
The elegant study reported by Liu et al. represents an important advance and may pave the way for new diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for lupus nephritis (16). One of the main findings of the study is that effector mechanisms of the innate immune response may play a role in modulating the autoimmune response against a target organ (i.e., the kidney) (16). In fact, the authors raise the possibility that the kallikrein-kinin system activated by the innate immune response enhances the local tissue damage triggered by the autoimmune response.
However, a number of issues remain unresolved. The experimental data are largely derived from evidence that a mouse model of anti-GBM antibody–induced glomerulonephritis may mimic lupus nephritis (16). Of the approximately 25 different molecules that have been specifically examined in the experimental anti-GBM antibody–induced disease model and also in spontaneous lupus nephritis, all were reported to influence both diseases concordantly, suggesting that the experimental model might be a useful tool for unraveling the molecular basis of spontaneous lupus nephritis (15). Although Liu et al. (16) also showed an association between kallikrein genes and human SLE and lupus nephritis, there are still discrepancies between the mouse model and human diseases: (a) the target of anti-GBM antibodies in human anti-GBM antibody–induced disease (also known as Goodpasture disease) is the α3 chain of type IV collagen, while at least nine antigens, of which the most frequent are dsDNA and nucleosomes, have been identified in SLE (17); (b) in Goodpasture disease, there are linear deposits of IgG and C3 along the GBM, while in human lupus nephritis, immunofluorescence shows subendothelial, mesangial, or subepithelial granular deposits of IgG, C3, and C1q, and more rarely of IgA and IgM (18); (c) the initial immunological response in each condition and also the downstream pathogenic cascades observed in the two diseases. In particular, in human lupus nephritis, six classes of glomerular lesions, each containing different subclasses, have been recognized (18). A variety of factors may be responsible for such a heterogeneous renal pathology. The morphologic type of glomerulonephritis and its clinical course may depend upon the predominant type of antigen exposed, its persistence, the concurrent degree of activation of complement, the recruitment of polymorphonuclear cells and macrophages, the stimulation of the clotting system, as well as the development of hypertension and the functional response of the kidney to reduced renal mass. Further studies are necessary to assess the relative contribution to disease of polymorphisms in KLK1 or the KLK3 promoter; many other mediators, including C1-inhibitor — the physiological inhibitor of the plasma kallikrein and kinin signaling pathways — may also play a role.

On the other hand, one may wonder whether the involvement of the kallikrein-kinin system is actually beneficial in active lupus nephritis. As discussed above, previ-
ous studies have reported a nephroprotective effect of the tissue kallikrein-kinin system (7, 8). However, in the inflammatory response, the kallikrein proteolytic cascade plays a significant role, since it is considered to initiate and maintain systemic inflammatory responses and immune-modulated disorders (3). Moreover, kinins may also facilitate immune complex deposition by vasodilation and may induce the release of other proinflammatory mediators, including cytokines (3, 19). Finally, formation of bradykinin has been reported to activate innate immunity (20), which is actively involved in the pathogenesis of SLE (9). Thus, it seems that in lupus nephritis, the kallikrein-kinin system may operate as either a mediator or modulator of immune-mediated inflammation. It might be possible that kallikreins actually protect the kidney in the quiescent phases of the disease, when arterial hypertension and chronic renal failure are responsible for progressive interstitial fibrosis and glomerular sclerosis, but they could be potentially harmful in the acute phases of the disease, when the immune and inflammatory responses take place. Alternatively, KLK downregulation during acute kidney inflammation may represent a form of negative feedback to counteract the tissue damage.

These uncertainties do not reduce the importance of the instructive contribution from Liu et al. in this issue of the JCI (16). Rather, they should stimulate future research toward the goal of better understanding the role of the kallikrein-kinin system in the various phases of lupus nephritis and other forms of autoimmune-mediated glomerulonephritis.
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